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To the Federal Parliament,  

I have a vested interest to the transportation as a future generation and a true local of the Greater 
Sydney Area. I have experience the ever dense traffic in Sydney, Parramatta, Liverpool and 
Bankstown. This must not repeat in the South and North West Greater Western Sydney and 
Aerotropolis. The transport hub with trams in Parramatta, the Sydney Metro driverless and 
Westconnex are great examples of reliable mode of transport. By introducing trams the residents 
and travellers can simply just sit in and get out. The subway network in Seoul Korea is top of the 
class. And most notably, the maglev bullet train in Japan is the best transportation in terms of 
streamlined travel. We must encourage Japanese technology here, Japanese investors and so as 
Korean investments. The teams in Melbourne, Victoria is also very good. As well as the boats in 
Venice, Italy and in Danang, Vietnam are great to counteract the simmering environment by 
investing in manmade waterways and rivers. Bike lanes could be erected on highly designed 
bushlands besides manmade river. Lastly, the Westconnex having trucks and logistics separate to 
cars running underneath means trains and rivers run above - with electric powered and hydrogen 
powered trucks running below the soil. We must consider the explosion of a hydrogen powered 
truck by designing hydrogen powered roads only. Charging station could charge cars underneath 
and residents simply catch a tram or river bits to go home and get back via the same to pick up 
their cars in the morning. To those residents who do not have cars a specially incentive like a free 
gym membership should be offered to encourage transport less residential and those who have 
electric cars have less payment to someone who owns petrol powered cars - which should be 
charged a lot.  

Thank you for consideration.  

Kind regards-  

Bon Martin Dapar 


